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Abstract: Scanning probe microscopy techniques were used to study immobilised enzyme

molecules of glucose oxidase (GOD) on a biosensor surface. The study was carried out in

order to optimise atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging and reveal the molecular resolu-

tion of individual GOD molecules. Chemically modified AFM tips and the light tapping

mode were found to be the optimal conditions for imaging soft biomolecules such as GOD.

The information obtained from the AFM images included spatial distribution and organiza-

tion of the enzyme molecules on the surface, surface coverage and shape, size and orienta-

tion of individual molecules. Two typical shapes of GOD molecules were found, spherical

and butterfly, which are in accordance with the shapes obtained from scanning tunnelling

microscopy (STM) images. Using a model of the orientation of the GOD molecules on the

surface, these shapes are assigned to the enzyme standing and lying on the surface. After

AFM tip deconvolution, the size of the spherical shaped GOD molecules was found to be 12

� 2.1 nm in diameter, whereas the butterfly shapes were 16.5 � 3.3 nm �10.2 � 2.5 nm.

Corresponding STM images showed smaller lateral dimensions of 10 � 1 nm � 6 � 1 nm and

6.5 � 1 nm � 5 � 1 nm. The disagreement between these two techniques is attributed to the

deformation of the GOD molecules caused by the tapping process.

Keywords: atomic force microscopy, scanning tunnelling microscopy, enzyme biosensors,
enzyme immobilisation, glucose oxidase, self-assembled monolayers.

INTRODUCTION

Surface immobilisation of biomolecules has drawn great attention recently because it

has found applications in a variety of areas including biosensors, bioelectronics and bio-

technology.1 Particularly the covalent binding of the targeting biomolecule onto an elec-

trode modified with self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) has received considerable atten-

tion for biosensor fabrication.2,3 This approach provides fabrication of enzyme electrodes
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with a high degree of reproducibility, molecular level control over the spatial distribution

of the immobilized enzymes and the immobilisation of the enzyme close to the electrode

allowing direct electron transfer to be achieved.4

In order to improve the systematic reliability of biosensors, the study of biosensing

down to the scale of individual molecules is particularly desirable, when conducted in con-

junction with conventional surface analysis and response characterization. Among several

other parameters, the immobilisation of the enzyme to the electrode surface is one of cru-

cial parameters in defining biosensor performance. Understanding the immobilisation pro-

cess at a molecular level and the influence of various parameters on the resulting enzyme

organization, surface distribution and enzymatic activity are of common concern.5,6 Infor-

mation about individual biomolecules, their orientation on surfaces and their functionality,

as well as the homogeneity of the surface coverage could be the key for solving many chal-

lenging questions in the biosensor field.7

Scanning probe microscopes constitute a whole new class of instruments capable of

generating 3D surface profiles of molecular structures with nanometer resolution and so pro-

vide a new approach for the study of biosurfaces and/or interfaces.8 The number of investi-

gations of biomolecules by atomic force micrscopy (AFM) and scanning tunnelling micros-

copy (STM) has increased rapidly in the last ten years. Studies have focused on all common

biomolecules, including DNA, nucleic acids, enzymes, proteins and antibodies.9,10 Many

different approaches have been applied such as imaging of topography (3-D visualization),

force curve measurement (e.g., ligand-receptor) and compositional mapping (friction and

force mapping).9 In the biosensor field these techniques present a potentially exciting strat-

egy for both exploring the biorecognition surface and studying the recognition events.

Among biosensors, the most commonly used enzyme is glucose oxidase (GOD) and, sur-

prisingly, there are only a few reports related to AFM and STM studies. The earliest report

using AFM for characterization of an enzyme immobilisation matrix for biosensor fabrica-

tion was reported by Gooding et al. where the matrix of the enzyme and alkyl acrylate poly-

mers were investigated.11 The first molecular resolution AFM image of glucose oxidase was

claimed by Quinto et al.12 Study of the correlation between the topography and the activity

of the immobilized enzyme presented by Zheng et al. showed that AFM could be a useful

tool for the characterization of a biosensor surface.13 However, a GOD biosensor prepared

by immobilisation onto SAMs on gold has not been investigated by SPM and visualization

of individual GOD molecules on a biosensor surface has not yet been reported.

Previously, we have studied many aspects of enzyme biosensors based on SAMs

where glucose oxidase (GOD) was used as the biorecognition element.4–6,14–19 The pri-

mary focus was to determine which parameters are important for biosensor response with

regard to fabricating reproducible devices. AFM was used to study the immobilisation

process of GOD on a SAM to probe the influence of enzyme concentration, deposition

time and topography of the gold surface.20 STM was used to study individual GOD mole-

cules on a gold surface.21 In this work, the characterisation of immobilized GOD mole-

cules on biosensor surfaces using AFM with focus on the visualisation of individual en-

zyme molecules is presented. Parameters including imaging mode, tip modification, tip
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geometry, applied force of the tip and image deconvolution were investigated in order to

provide images giving more detail of the organization and spatial distribution, size and

shape and orientation of enzyme molecules and of the biosensor surface.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

Gold foil (99.95 %) 25 mm � 25 mm was supplied from Peter W. Beck, Adelaide, Australia.

3-Mercaptopropanoic acid (MPA), (3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (MPS) were obtained from Aldrich.

Glucose oxidase (GOD) from Aspergillus niger (type VII-S), N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), 1-ethyl-3-(3-di-

methylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) were obtained from Sigma. Potassium chloride, po-

tassium dihydrogen orthophosphate, dipotassium hydrogen orthophosphate and ethanol were supplied by

Ajax Chem. Pty. Ltd. (Sydney, Australia). All chemicals were of the highest quality available and used with-

out further purification. All aqueous solutions were prepared with Milli-Q grade reagent water.

Sample preparations/GOD enzyme immobilisation

Thin gold film substrates were prepared by thermal vacuum evaporation onto freshly cleaved musco-

vite mica and used as precursors for the preparation of flat gold films.18,22 Freshly prepared flat gold sub-

strates were immersed in 20 mM MPAin an ethanol-water solution (75:25) for 12–24 hours, followed by acti-

vation in 0.002 M EDC and 0.005 M NHS for 1 h and incubation in a GOD solution (490 mg dm-3 in pH 5.5

buffer) for 90 min as described in our previous work.5,16 The prepared GOD electrodes, which consisted of

GOD covalently bonded onto MPA modified gold, were used for AFM characterisation.

Surface characterisation

AFM characterisation was performed using a Dimension 3000 (Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara,

USA). The contact mode was used for the initial experiments and noncontact (tapping) mode was applied for

the rest of this study, both employed under ambient conditions. For the tapping mode AFM measurements

commercial Si cantilevers/tips (Olympus) were used. Unmodified AFM tips were used as received. Prior to

chemical modification, the tips were cleaned in water plasma. The MPS modification of the tip involved a 16

h exposure to an MPS solution (1 % v/v in ethanol) followed by rinsing with ethanol and drying. In the imag-

ing mode, topographic (height) and phase images were obtained simultaneously. Background images of bare

flat gold and gold modified with MPA were taken prior to imaging of GOD modified surfaces. During an

AFM experiment the optimal instrument condition (set point, amplitude, scan size, scan speed and feedback

control) was adjusted to allow the best resolution of images. The different forces described as “light” and

“hard” tapping, were adjusted by the magnitude of the free air amplitude (A0) and ratio (rsp) of the engaged

(A) or set point amplitude to A0 (rsp = A/A0). The size and shape of individual GOD molecules were analysed

from images using DI off-line software using cross section analysis. Two methods for AFM tip characterisa-

tion were used, including silicon grating (TGT-01 produced by MikroMasch-Silicon-MDT ltd.) and by gold

nanoparticles. Having calibrated the tip, deconvolution processes were used to obtain the corrected size of

GOD molecules as described elsewhere.23,24

STM imaging was performed under ambient conditions using a Nanoscope II (Digital Instruments,

Santa Barbara, USA). All images were obtained in the constant current mode using mechanically cut Pt/Ir

tips. The bias voltage and tunnelling current set point were adjusted to allow optimal images (typically 0.2 to

0.5 V and 0.1 – 3 nA).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

AFM imaging of immobilized enzyme molecules

Initial attempts to image the enzyme immobilized on a gold electrode using AFM

were performed employing the contact mode in air. It was observed that the AFM tip
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dragged the enzyme molecules around, meaning it was impossible to observe molecu-

lar features (data not shown). Force curves showed large hysteresis in the retracting

portion which is believed to have been due to adhesion from capillary forces. These re-

sults show that the contact mode in air is not the optimal method for imaging soft

biomaterials such as GOD molecules. The non-contact (tapping) mode was considered

as the next option which could give better results for these biomolecules and hence

was further used.
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Fig. 1. AFM images of immobilized GOD on SAM (MPA) modified gold using the tapping mode, A) Typi-

cal topographic and phase images obtained with an unmodified AFM tip. Image size 1 �m � 1 �m, z-scale

is 10 nm for the height and 30 º for the phase image. Enlarged images in the top right and left corners show

characteristic ring structures. B) Typical topographic and phase images obtained with a modified MPS/tip.

Image size 1 �m � 1 �m, z-scale is 10 nm for the height and 30 º for the phase image. The enlarged height

image is in the top left corner.



Figure 1A shows typical AFM images of immobilised GOD molecules on MPA

modified gold obtained using the tapping mode in air. Both topographic (left) and phase

images (right) show clearly features on the surface which, when compared with the

background images (bare gold and MPA modified gold), can be attributed to the pres-

ence of GOD molecules. The AFM images show that the structure of the GOD

monolayer is dominated by an array of characteristic ring structures of clusters. They are

mainly interlinked across the surface but occasionally isolated clusters are observed as

shown in the magnified image (right box). A hexagonal structure of six GOD molecules

in each cluster was the most frequent but clusters with five GOD molecules were also

observed. The size of individual GOD molecules was difficult to determine precisely be-

cause of either poor image resolution or the fact that the GOD molecules appear highly

interlinked. Poor resolution of the topographical images indicates that significant inter-

action and perhaps distortion of the enzyme molecules occurred between the tip and the

surface. Capillary forces between the tip and sample caused by the water layer or the

hydrophilicity of the soft GOD molecule associated with the chemical nature of unmodi-

fied AFM tip (used as received or stored over time) could be the explanation for the ob-

served poor resolution, difficulty in adjustment of the parameters and irreproducibility in

imaging. These results demonstrate that the tapping AFM mode should be used to image

GOD molecules immobilised on biosensor surfaces but further optimisation is still re-

quired to make the characterisation more efficient.

Improved AFM imaging using a chemically modified tip and “light” tapping

The first strategy explored was the use of chemically modified AFM tips. The

minimisation of the tip-sample interfacial free energy by chemical modification of the

tip has recently been demonstrated for imaging soft materials and chemical composi-

tion mapping of samples.25,26 In this work, a similar approach was applied to improve

the imaging of enzyme molecules. A variety of tip modifications, such as cleaning the

tip in a plasma with water or ethanol and surface functionalisation with dodecylamine,

3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane, 3-mercaptopropanoic acid, 3-mercaptopropyltrime-

thoxysilane, and cyanoacrylates were explored.27 After modification, the tips were

characterised to check the tip geometry before and after the imaging experiment. It was

found that all the modified tips, except the polymer modification, showed no changes

in tip geometry. In comparison with unmodified tips, imaging of the enzyme surface

with modified tips showed improved resolution. In particular, the MPS/tip performed

extremely well allowing easy adjustment of the parameters for optimal imaging and

providing images with the highest resolution. A typical AFM image of immobilised

GOD surface obtained using a modified tip (MPS/tip) is shown in Fig. 1B. The topo-

graphic images (left) show a number of small spherical or ellipsoidal features ran-

domly dispersed on the surface while the corresponding phase image (right) shows

poor contrast resolution. In comparison with the array organization of the GOD mole-

cules obtained with an unmodified tip (Fig. 1A), this image shows more “ball-like” to-

pography with much clearer resolution of single molecules. The force curves obtained
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using the chemically modified tips also show lower interaction between the tip and the

surface after the approaching and retraction of the tip (data not shown). The explana-

tion for the better resolution of soft enzyme molecules using this method can be attrib-
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Fig. 2. Comparative AFM images of immobilised GOD molecules obtained with modified AFM tip using
A) higher force (hard tapping) and B) lower force (light tapping). Height images are on the left, phase im-

ages are on the right. The size of the images are 500 nm � 500 nm. Higher resolution height images (size

100 nm � 100 nm) are shown in the inset (left). Scheme of the tip/sample interaction and the deformation of
the molecules are shown on the right, for hard tapping (top right) and light tapping (bottom right). C) A typ-

ical 3-D topographic AFM image of a GOD electrode surface (size 400 nm � 400 nm) obtained by light
tapping with the corresponding cross section profile.



uted to the increase in the hydrophobicity of the tip which results in a decreased

tip-sample interaction and a lowering of the impact of the condensed water layer on the

surface. Similar observations were made by others when imaging monolayers with

different chemical functionalities.25

Two main advantages in using chemically modified AFM tips were observed. Firstly,

as described previously, improved AFM images of GOD molecules are obtained enabling

the shape and size of individual molecules to be resolved. Secondly, the tip modification

enabled the application of a larger range of forces between the tip and biological surface

than was the case when unmodified tips are used. This could result in the minimisation of

the tip-sample interfacial free energy. Further investigations were undertaken to determine

what advantages this effect could have on AFM images. Experiments were performed

with tracking of the tip on the GOD surface with adjustment from the minimum force

(“light” tapping) to the maximum force (“hard” tapping), which allowed high resolution

imaging in both topographic or phase images. This approach was successfully applied to

achieve high resolution imaging of nanostructures of polymers, SAMs and humidity sensi-

tive biomaterials.26 AFM images obtained using a chemically modified tip (MPS/tip) with

different amplitude set-ups and schematic presentation of the AFM tip/GOD molecules in-

teraction are shown in Fig. 2. The AFM images obtained by “hard” tapping (Fig. 2A) and

“light” tapping (Fig. 2B) show a difference in the GOD surface within terms of both the

height and phase images. The topographic images obtained using soft tapping show re-

solved individual GOD molecules (of spherical shape) while imaging of the same GOD

surface by hard tapping shows arrays topography with unclear single molecules and dis-

torted features. The hard tapping topographic images look similar to the images obtained

using an unmodified AFM tip at the beginning of this AFM study (Fig. 1A). Comparative

phase images show no contrast when light tapping was used which indicates the tip tap-

ping on the top of the GOD molecules was used with sufficiently low force to give no

change in the phase between the GOD and uncovered MPA/Au surface. On the other

hand, the phase images obtained by hard tapping show very high contrast of the GOD sur-

face which is attributed to the difference of GOD molecules and uncovered gold. The de-

crease of the surface roughness from Ra = 1.4 nm (light taping) to Ra = 0.9 nm (hard tap-

ping) also proves that hard tapping flattens the surface. To explain the observed differences

in the AFM images, a schematic AFM/tip GOD molecule interaction is presented in Figs.

2 A-B (right). When the higher force is applied, the tip oscillates more into the GOD mole-

cules and molecular deformations (probably inelastic) occur, resulting in dramatic changes

in both the topographic and phase images (Fig. 2A). When a low force between the tip and

the GOD molecules is applied, the tip oscillates on the top of surface and the shape of the

GOD molecules can be imaged with little or no deformation (Fig. 2B). Larger deforma-

tions of GOD molecules are particularly clear on height images where visualisation of the

individual GOD molecules is very difficult. The conclusion from these results is that gentle

“tapping” is the preferable method for providing high-resolution images of soft biomo-

lecules such as enzymes.
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AFM visualisation of individual GOD molecules

Typical 3-dimensional topographic and high resolution AFM image of immobilised

GOD obtained using a modified AFM tip (MPS/tip) and optimised light tapping is shown

in Fig. 2C with the corresponding cross section. From this image various information

about the GOD biosensor surface and the individual GOD molecules could be obtained,

including the spatial distribution, coverage, size, shape and orientation on the surface. The

GOD molecules are well dispersed across the surface and attempt was made to recognise a

pattern in the organization of the GOD molecules in the monolayer. Random organization

is mainly observed but one typical pattern of grouped GOD molecules is commonly ob-

served, as it is shown in Fig. 2B (inset). A similar pattern (hexagonal or pentagonal ring

structure) was observed as the dominant one in the phase images of the initial AFM experi-

ment (Fig. 1A). Aclear explanation for the formation of these structures is unknown, but it

may indicate the existence of some repulsive force between the molecules, which leaves an

unoccupied space in the middle. A similar structure has been observed for other proteins,

such as membrane proteins.10

The surface coverage by GOD molecules on the surface was determined using im-

ages to be an average of 1.0 � 1012 molecules cm–2 or 1.6 pmol cm–2. These results are

consistent with our previous study using both fluorometric and Quartz Crystal Micro-

balance (QCM) characterisation of these surfaces.27 The lower than theoretical (2.5 pmol

cm–2) density of GOD molecules on the surface can be attributed to repulsive forces be-

tween the GOD molecules which prevent close packing. An AFM study showed that with

higher amounts of GOD in the solution (> 600 �g dm–3) and longer deposition time (> 120

min), agglomeration or multilayer formation occurs. Images of the GOD biosensor surface

confirmed that the fabrication protocol based on SAMs allows good reproducibility in the

preparation of this biorecognition surface with similar spatial distributions of enzymes and

organization of the monolayer or submonolayer of GOD without agglomeration or

multilayer formation. These results are in good agreement with the observed repro-

ducibility of GOD enzyme electrodes fabricated in the same way.4,5,19

In order to further understand the impact of the surface, the orientation of individual

GOD molecules was investigated. Two typical shapes were found, one spherical and the

other ellipsoidal, as shown in Fig. 3 A. The spherical features are similar on most samples.

However, the ellipsoidal features range from a highly distorted spherical shape to two closely

joined spheres. In our previous STM study of individual GOD molecules, very similar

shapes of the GOD molecules were observed.21 Figure 3B shows the STM image of the two

typical shapes of a GOD molecule: spherical and butterfly shape. In order to interpret the

structure of the individual GOD molecules, a model of native GOD molecule and its possible

orientation on the surface was considered. Glucose oxidase from Aspergillus niger is a

dimeric protein with a secondary structure (28 % helix, 18 % sheet).28 The overall dimen-

sions of the dimer are 7.0 nm � 5.5 nm � 8.0 nm according to X-ray crystallography data.29

Two orientations of adsorbed native GOD molecule are possible: parallel to the major axis
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(lying position) and along the perpendicular direction (standing position), as shown in Fig.

3C. The model shows that this shape could be used as the primary criteria to distinguish the

appearance of the standing and lying positions of the enzyme on the surface, where the

spherical shape presents the standing and the butterfly shape the lying position. Both AFM

and STM images of GOD molecules (Figure 3A-B) with spherical and butterfly shape are in

good agreement with the corresponding model of the GOD positions on the surface.

Cross sectional analysis of many examples of each form allows the shape and the lateral

dimensions of the observed features of the enzyme to be matched to the expected geometries.

The average size (diameter) of the standing isolated GOD molecule was determined by

AFM as 24.0 � 3.5 nm and height 2.4 � 0.2 nm. Not surprisingly, the observed results give an

overestimation of the GOD molecular size and an underestimation of the height in compari-

son to the native size (crystallographic data) and the STM observation.29 To obtain more ac-

curate information of the GOD molecules using the AFM images, the effect of the tip force

on the sample was taken into account to allow corrections of the size of the features.

AFM image deconvolution toward real structure recovery of GOD molecules

The two major problems that have been confronted when imaging with AFM are dis-

tortion of the image and overestimation of the lateral size due to the varying geometry and

characteristics of the scanning tip.30–32 The AFM imaging process is a result of the interac-

tion between the tip and the sample and the image obtained is a convolution of their geom-
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Fig. 3. Individual GOD molecules on a biosensor surface. A) AFM images of individual GOD molecules

with observed spherical shape (top) and double spherical or butterfly shape (bottom) with the corresponding

cross section graphs, B) STM images of individual GOD molecules indicating the two typical shapes:

spherical (top) and butterfly (bottom), C) Schematic illustration of the possible orientations of a GOD mole-

cule on the surface, standing position (top) and lying position (bottom).



etries. Moreover, when the surface feature is sharper than the tip, the shape of the tip will

dominate the image (e.g., the feature will effectively image the tip). The model of the

tip/sample convolution effect is schematically shown in Fig. 4 where the sample is a spher-

ical object with a size of 5 nm which is presented as isolated, as two linked and as two sep-

arated. The deconvoluted AFM images as a result of the tip/sample AFM images for all

these objects were constructed by computer software using three different tips with aver-

age radius of 5 nm, 20 nm and 40 nm. It was assumed there was no deformation of the

molecule. In the first case, when the tip is sharper than the sample, only minor distortion is

observed in the image and the lateral dimension of the image is similar to the dimensions

of the molecule. Increasing the tip radius increases the distortion in the simulated image

and the observed lateral dimensions exceed the real size of the molecule significantly and

there is no possibility of resolving individual object when they are separated by a distance

less than their diameter. The model shows no impact of the tip shape on the height of an

object.
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Fig. 4. Presentation of tip/sample convolution and the impact of the tip diameter on the imaging of small

objects. Relation between the observed lateral dimension of an object and the diameter of the AFM tip.

Theoretical images of 5 nm object (isolated, two linked and two separated) are drawn in dependence of tip

size (5 nm, 10 nm and 20 nm).



The characterisation of the tip was the first step towards the true surface reconstruc-

tion and determination of the accurate size of a GOD molecule. In this work, two methods

were used including calibration gratings and gold nanoparticles. Each of these methods

was tested on a series of images of immobilised GOD and used for the reconstruction of

the distorted images to demonstrate the appropriateness of these methods for the evalua-

tion of AFM modified tips and to determine the overestimation of the size of a GOD mole-

cule. Typical example of AFM tip calibration using a silicon grating test structure is shown

in Fig. 5. Scanning an AFM tip over these structures provides an inverted image of the

AFM tip itself, yielding a mirror transformation of the real tip shape, as is shown in the top-

ographic image and corresponding cross section (Fig. 5). An unwanted change in the ra-

dius of curvature of the AFM tip could be easily observed as a consequence of inappropri-

ate modification processes or tip contamination. This method is fast and provides reliable

visual information of the AFM tip and is very useful for frequent control of the tip during

AFM experiments, particularly in cases of expected tip contamination from the surface.

The disadvantages are that the hard spikes on the gratings could remove or damage the

modification layer on the tip during the imaging process and this method is not recom-

mended in cases when the chemical nature of the tip/sample is particularly important. Tip

characteristics, such as radius and angle, are determined by appropriate software (e.g.),

Deconvlo 1.1 or DI) and further used for the deconvolution process to obtain the corrected

size of the imaged structure (data not shown).

A more appropriate method for AFM tip characterisation, particularly in the case

when biomolecules are studied, is based on gold nanoparticles. Since the globular GOD

molecules appear very similar in shape and size to nanoparticles, this similarity is attractive

and allows a more accurate calculation of the tip convolution effect. Among several re-

ported methods, the procedure based on the work of Hu and Arndorf23,24 was used in this

study. The cross section (data not shown) represents a convolution graph between gold

nanoparticles (20–30 nm) and the AFM tip. This convolution graph was used as the basis
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on the left (size 5 �m � 5 �m), and 3-D image of a single AFM tip obtained by the tapping mode with the

corresponding cross section (right).



for the calculation of tip characteristics (radius of tip curvature) and further used for the

correction of the tip convolution effect on images of GOD molecules. The corrected size of

the GOD molecule was calculated for a large number of molecules from several AFM im-

ages obtained using a MPS modified tip. The average size of isolated GOD molecules after

deconvolution was determined to be 12.4 � 2.1 nm in diameter for the spherical shape and

16.5 � 3.3 � 10.2 � 2.5 nm for ellipsoidal shape of GOD molecules. In comparison with the

native size of GOD molecules (7 nm � 5.5 nm � 8 nm), this overestimation is explained as

a consequence of mechanical deformation of GOD molecules during the imaging process.

Further investigation is proposed to obtain more qualitative and quantitative information

about the impact of this.

CONCLUSIONS

The results presented here show that AFM using the tapping mode is an effective tool

for the characterisation of immobilized enzymes on biosensor surface. AFM provides

valuable information, including spatial distribution of the GOD molecules on the surface,

surface coverage, size and shape of individual molecules, their orientation, and inter-

molecular organization. Chemically modified AFM tips provide an improvement in the

imaging of GOD relative to unmodified tips. They allow improved molecular resolution of

the enzyme molecules, particularly in the topographic mode, providing the possibility of

determining the shape and size of individual GOD molecules more accurately and give

flexibility in adjusting the force between the tip and sample from light to hard tapping.

In comparison with STM, AFM leads to an overestimation of the dimension of indi-

vidual GOD molecules. To avoid this broading effect caused by tip/sample convolution,

the calibration of tip is an essential part of an AFM experiment. Evaluation of several

methods for tip characterisation show that gold nanoparticles provide a good quality cali-

bration sample having similarity in size and shape with the investigated GOD molecules.

Deformation caused by tip/sample interaction is another effect which must be considered

when using tapping mode AFM.
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KARAKTERIZACIJA MOLEKULA ENZIMA IMOBILIZOVANIH NA
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U ovom radu prikazana je primena tehnike skenuju}e mikroskopije za karakterizaciju

molekula enzima (glukoza-oksidaze – GOD) imobilizovane na povr{ini biosenzora. Ciq

ove studije je pronala`ewe optimalnih uslova za primenu skenuju}e atomske mikroskopije

(AFM) za vizualizaciju individualnih GOD molekula. Pokazano je da hemijski modifikovan

AFM {iqak i „lagani” tipkaju}i na~in rada pru`aju niz prednosti za dobijawe slike visoke

rezolucije „ne`nih” enzimskih biomolekula kao {to je GOD. Dobijen je odre|en broj ko-

risnih informacija kao {to su pokrivenost i organizacija GOD biomolekula na povr{ini

elektrode, wihov oblik (forma), dimenzija i orijentacija individualnih molekula. Regi-

strovana su dva tipi~na oblika GOD molekula: sferni i leptir koji su u korelaciji sa

sli~nim oblicima dobijenim primenom skenuju}e tuneluju}e mikroskopije (STM). Prema 3-d

modelu GOD molekula koji pokazuje dve mogu}e orijentacije molekula na povr{ini dobijeni

rezultati su poslu`ili kao dokaz o prisustvu enzima u „staja}em” (sferni) i „le`e}em”

(leptir) polo`aju. Dimenzija GOD molekula odre|ena je posle korekcije kao rezultat

{iqak/uzorak konvolucijskog efekta. Veli~ina pre~nika sfernog oblika GOD molekula

odre|ena je kao 12 � 2,1 nm, dok su dimenzije oblika leptira utvr|ene kao 16,5 � 3,3 nm �

10,2 � 2,1 nm. Rezultati dobijeni primenom STM tehnike pokazali su zna~ajno mawu dimen-

ziju GOD molekula (10 � 1 nm � 6 � 1 nm i 6,5 � 1 nm � 5 � 1 nm) koji su bli`i wihovoj prirodnoj

veli~ini. Obja{wewe za ovu uo~enu dimenzijsku razliku je fizi~ka deformacija GOD

molekula izazvana AFM {iqkom u toku procesa skanirawa.

(Primqeno 2. juna 2003)
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